ABSTRACT Motivation: Much research has been devoted to the characterization of interaction interfaces found in complexes with known structure. In this context, the interactions of non-homologous domains at equivalent binding sites are of particular interest, as they can reveal convergently evolved interface motifs. Such motifs are an important source of information to formulate rules for interaction specificity and to design ligands based on the common features shared among diverse partners. Results: We develop a novel method to identify non-homologous structural domains which bind at equivalent sites when interacting with a common partner. We systematically apply this method to all pairs of interactions with known structure and derive a comprehensive database for these interactions. Of all non-homologous domains, which bind with a common interaction partner, 4.2% use the same interface of the common interaction partner (excluding immunoglobulins and proteases). This rises to 16% if immunoglobulin and proteases are included. We demonstrate two applications of our database: first, the systematic screening for viral protein interfaces, which can mimic native interfaces and thus interfere; and second, structural motifs in enzymes and its inhibitors. We highlight several cases of virus protein mimicry: viral M3 protein interferes with a chemokine dimer interface. The virus has evolved the motif SVSPLP, which mimics the native SSDTTP motif. A second example is the regulatory factor Nef in HIV which can mimic a kinase when interacting with SH3.
INTRODUCTION
Protein interactions underlie all cellular processes and are important to reveal function. The interactions from known three-dimensional structures have been of particular interest in that they allow a number of detailed analyses of interfaces in terms of physico-chemical properties, shape and geometry [Jones and Thornton (1996) ; Conte et al. (1999) ; Bashton and Chothia (2002) ; Chakrabarti and Janin (2002) ; Nussinov et al. (1997) ; Ofran and Rost (2003) ]. The rapid growth of multichain and multidomain structures in Protein Databank (PDB) [Berman et al. (2000) ] enabled systematic analyses of domain-domain interactions and interfaces [Park et al. (2001) ; Bolser et al. (2003) ; Apic et al. (2001) ; Kim et al. (2004) ] and several databases dedicated to the collection of structural domaindomain interactions are available [Finn et al. (2005) ; Stein et al. (2005) ; Davis and Sali (2005) ]. Much work has concentrated on understanding under what circumstances homologous interactions are conserved [Pazos and Valencia (2001) ; Aloy et al. (2003) ; Tsai et al. (1996) ; Torrance et al. (2005) ]. Aloy et al. (2003) did an extensive analysis on the relationship between sequence similarity and binding orientation and showed the geometry of interaction tends to be conserved between highly similar pairs.
An alternative approach is to investigate how non-homologous proteins bind at equivalent surfaces of homologous proteins [Tsai et al. (1996) ]. Such interactions do not necessarily compete in vivo, but they reveal equivalent interaction sites. In some cases, the interactions may be truly competitive and regulated temporally by chemical modification or regulatory factors and spatially by compartmentalization. Independent of competitive or noncompetitive binding, the identification of equivalent interfaces is a pointer to convergently evolved motifs. The motifs help to reveal key features which are necessary for the interaction.
A well-known example of a convergently evolved motif is the catalytic triad (Ser, His, Asp) found in both chymotrypsin and subtilisin (e.g. Fig. 4a ). The local features of the enzymes' catalytic sites are conserved in other enzymes [Torrance et al. (2005) ]. Chymotrypsin and subtilisin do not share any sequence or structure similarity. Indeed, both belong to different classes with chymotrypsin consisting only of beta-sheets and subtilisin of beta-alpha-beta units. Despite this different architecture, there are various inhibitors, which inhibit both enzymes and which use the same interface to do so. Thus, despite non-homology of the enzymes, equivalent binding sites are used.
Consider Figure 1a . To elucidate such interfaces with convergently evolved motifs, we screen the known structures in PDB for pairs of interactions A À B and A 0 À C, where B, C are from different superfamilies and A, A 0 from the same family. If B and C bind to equivalent sites of A and A 0 , respectively, we label B and C as Ã To whom correspondence should be addressed. interfaces with convergently evolved motifs. To define the equivalence of interfaces we use sequence and structure alignments of the shared domains A and A 0 . If there is sufficient overlap in the sequence alignment of A and A 0 's interface residues and if the angle between interfaces of B and C after superimposition of A and A 0 is sufficiently small, B and C bind at equivalent sites.
In our analysis we use Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) domains [Murzin et al. (1995) ]. We require A and A 0 to be of the same family, since interfaces are known to be more conserved in both sequence and structure within a family [Valdar and Thornton (2001) ], but not across the families of a superfamily [Rekha et al. (2005) ]. For B and C we require different superfamilies, which ensures that they are evolutionarily not related.
The method sketched above identifies all pairs of interfaces with convergently evolved motifs. One application of such a resource is the study of viral proteins, which mimic the interfaces of native proteins and can thus interfere accordingly. We discuss two such cases: the M3 protein, which mimics the chemokine homodimer interface and the regulatory factor Nef found in HIV, which mimics a kinase interface when interacting with SH3.
METHODS
To identify non-homologous domains binding at equivalent sites we proceed as illustrated in Figure 1a : we consider all pairs of interactions A À B and A 0 À C, where A and A 0 belong to the same family and B and C to different superfamilies. If B and C bind at equivalent interfaces, we screen them for shared motifs. To define equivalent binding sites, we use a two-stage procedure: first, we scan for a significant interface residue overlap on the aligned sequences; second, the angle and the spatial overlap between the two interfaces are used to further refine the search for overlapping interfaces.
Sequence comparison of interfaces. Sequential analysis is based on a nonredundant (NR) multiple sequence alignment for each SCOP family. Each sequence contains information about its interacting residues. For all pairs of interactions A À B and A 0 À C we check to what extent the interfaces of A and A 0 agree. We define sequential interface overlaps in terms of positional agreement of interacting residues. The sequential overlap can be measured as follows:
Interface sequence overlap ISO counts how many interacting residues are aligned in the multiple sequence alignment of the family containing A and A 0 . Interface sequence overlap ISO+ refines ISO in that only ISO residues with a positive BLOSUM62 substitution are counted.
As an example consider Figure 1b , where 59% of the interacting residues of A and A 0 are aligned, i.e. ISO ¼ 59%, and where 50% of the aligned interacting residues have a positive BLOSUM score, i.e. ISO+ ¼ 50%.
Structural comparison of interfaces. Consider Figure 1c -f. For two interactions A À B and A 0 À C, the domain A and A 0 are structurally aligned using MultiProt [Shatsky et al. (2004) ]. This is feasible since A and A 0 belong to the same family. Next, the centers of mass of the C a atoms for the domains A, A 0 , B, C as well as for the interfaces of B and C are computed. To measure the overlap on A's and A 0 's interaction sites, we compute: The interface angle IA between the center of mass A(A 0 ) and the centers of the masses of the interfaces of B and C. The centers of mass between the interfaces with regard to the shared partner's center of mass constitute an angle that reflects the proximity of the interfaces. We will refer to it as interface angle IA. The general binding partners' orientation-referred to as domain angle DA-is captured similarly.
The domain angle DA between the domains is also measured by taking the centers of masses for A/A 0 , B and C, as the angle DA gives an information on the spatial arrangement of the domains in general. Note that IA is rather sensitive, while DA can be large.
The interface atom overlap IAO: We calculate the percentage of atoms in B's interface within 3 Å of C's interface and vice versa.
The motif match score MMS involves a residue-residue correspondence analysis of domains B and C on atom level. We detect correspondences based on pairwise distances between interface atoms. They fall into 4 categories: C-a atom pairs, C-b atom pairs, remaining side chain atoms and backbone atoms. Matching residue pairs are discovered by the amount and category of atom pair matches. The score for each residue pair is simply its BLOSUM score (if positive) + the sum of atom pair scores. The latter are between 0 and 1, with 0 for 3 Å distance or above and 1 for exact coordinate matches, linearly interpolated. A detailed listing of all matches and their respective score is given on the accompanying web site.
As an indication of the structural alignment quality, we check the root mean square deviation (RMSD) between A and A 0 as well as the percentage of aligned residues. For instance, all the examples summarized in Figure 4 have an RMSD <1.3 Å and more than 90% of residues aligned. Workflow. The workflow is summarized above as pseudo-code. In
Step 1, we consider all domain-domain interactions in the PDB, using the SCOP domain definition. Domain pairs having at least 5 residue pairs within 5 Å are considered as interacting [Park et al. (2001) ; Dafas et al. (2004) ].
In
Step 2, the domain sequences are aligned using hidden markov models for each SCOP family in three steps. First, the seed sequences are aligned for each family after generating a series of NR sequences using Cluster Database at High Identity with Tolerance (CD-HIT). The cut-off for removing redundancy was varied from NR 98% to NR 70% to limit the number of seed sequences practical for multiple structural alignments. This limitation is needed particularly for large families such as immunoglobulin, which have more than a thousand member domains. The seed sequences are aligned by T-Coffee [Notredame et al. (2000) ] based on the library of pairwise structural alignments. As T-Coffee makes the consensus alignments from the pool of pairwise alignment libraries, the resulting seed alignments are essentially multiple structural alignments. Second, hidden Markov models (HMM) are generated using the seed alignments. The influence of varied NR cutoff gets less critical because sequence weighting is applied in the course of building HMM models. Finally, all the member domain sequences in each family are aligned using the family-specific HMM model.
Using the multiple sequence alignment described above, the interface sequence overlap, ISO, is computed (Step 4). If the ISO is greater 30%, the structures of A and A 0 are aligned with MultiProt [Shatsky et al. (2004) ] in Step 5. The interface angle, interface atom overlap and motif match score in Step 6-9 are computed by scripts using PyMOL functionality [Delano (2002) , www.pymol.org]. All data characterizing a record of nonhomologous binding is entered into a database (Step 10). Finally the database is sorted by motif match score (Step 11).
RESULTS
We first present statistics, which show the most common families with convergently evolved motifs and the overall frequency of this phenomenon. Next, we discuss six examples in more detail.
Statistics. With over 40 000 domain interactions in the PDB, there is a combinatorial explosion of over 800 000 000 pairwise comparisons of domain interactions. Some 12 000 000 of these pairs are pairs with a common partner. After redundancy reduction, this number reduces dramatically to 70 000 pairs excluding immunoglobulins/proteases and 360 000 including them. Out of these pairs, 3000 (58 000 including immunoglobulins/proteases) have an interface sequence overlap of greater 30%. i.e. 4.2% (16% including immunoglobulins/proteases) of all non-homologous domains binding to a common partner do so at equivalent sites.
These interactions cover 270 common families, which account for $15% of the total 1834 families. Immunoglobulin related families (b.1.1.1, b.1.1.2, b.1.1.4) with 93% constitute the majority. Some families of regulatory function are frequently found as common partner such as the P-loop (c.37.1.8), SH3 (b.34.2.1) and Protein kinase-like domain (d.144.1.7). The most abundant families are shown in Figure 2 .
More than 63% of interfaces with ISO greater 30% have an interface angle of <25
. Only 8% have an interface angle of >60
, suggesting the criterion of ISO >30% is sufficient to filter out most spurious cases where the domains B and C do not bind to equivalent surfaces on the common family (Fig. 3) .
Exceptional cases are Phycocyanin-like phycobilisome proteins (SCOP a.1.1.3, PDB: 1qgw and 1on7, not shown). They are able to bind non-globular alpha+beta subunits of globular proteins (SCOP d.184.1.1) or to build homodimers on equivalent binding sites. Despite the large sequential overlap of interface residues (37%), the interface centers are placed in distant locations including an angle of 85 . A large interface sequence overlap ISO generally indicates a small interface angle IA. The opposite, however, does not hold, as cases with small IA exist despite a small ISO only (see also Supplementary information).
The ratio of the overlapping interface residues with positive BLOSUM score (ISO+) is upper-bounded by ISO and widely distributed nearly over the whole range (0-100%), suggesting the various degrees of divergence for different partners. The families of the highest overlap (ISO) and conservation (ISO+) include trypsin (b.47.1.2) and its inhibitors from various superfamilies (Fig. 4a) . The interface angle generally tends to decrease as the interface sequence overlap increases. Above 60% of ISO, the two partners associate within 30 of angle difference in most cases. ISO+ and interface angle show similar relationship as ISO and interface angle, but less correlation. It may be because the angle is only related to the geometry or the position on the alignments but not to the residue type.
Next, we discuss four examples of convergently evolved motifs. We start with a well-known example of subtilisin and trypsin-like serine proteases as a validation of our approach.
Shared partners of subtilisin and trypsin like serine proteases. Subtilisin (c.41.1.1) and trypsin-like serine proteases (chymotrypsin, b.47.1.2) have no obvious similarity wrt. sequence and structure. However, as it is known from Carter and Wells (1988) , their catalytic triads comprise the same residues. While this common motif is impossible to detect by sequence or structure alignments, it is striking that there are as many as three inhibitors, which interact with both families: Plant proteinase inhibitors (g.15.1.2), Serine protease inhibitors (d.40.1.1), and Subtilisin inhibitors (d.84.1.1).
Using our method with the inhibitors acting as common interaction partner, we can superimpose the otherwise unalignable structures of subtilisin and chymotrypsin and the catalytic triads are indeed localized in immediate vicinity. Note that no a priori knowledge, such as structural templates for catalytic sites [as in Torrance et al. (2005) ] is employed.
Local structure conservation in chymotrypsin's binding partners. The screen shows that a large number of chymotrypsin's inhibitors belong to such diverse superfamilies as ecotin (b.16.1), .1) and ovomucoid PCI1-like inhibitor (g.15.1). A common feature is the binding to a pocket adjacent to trypsin's catalytic triad, Figure 4a . This keyhole binds to side chains from loop regions with high but local structural similarity. The motif derived from the structurally aligned residues can serve as a template to search for chymotrypsin binding sites.
M3 mimicry of chemokine binding. Chemokines play a key role in leukocyte recruitment and migration. Alexander et al. (2002) report that viral protein M3 sequestrates chemokine with high affinity due to conformational flexibility and electrostatic complementation. Figure 4b shows an additional feature of M3: an optimal fitting to a binding site that is utilized by chemokines to form homodimers. To achieve this, the virus has evolved the SVSPLP motif which can play the role of the native motif SSDTTP.
Nef mimicry of SH3 binding. Regulatory factor Nef (d.102.1.1, PDB: 1efn D) and Protein-Kinase like (PKL) (d.144.1.7, 2chk B) exhibit similarities in their way of binding SH3. As shown in Figure 4c , several residues are in relative proximity in Nef/PKL: Arg71/Lys241, Pro72/Pro250, Gln73/Gln251, Pro75/Pro253 (PxxP motif), Phe90/His289, which are part of a hydrophobic pocket. Note that all residue pairs are of similar/equal physico-chemical properties.
Baculovirus p35 protein resembles apoptosis inhibitor motif. The viral p35 protein is known to be an effective broadspectrum inhibitor for caspase thus preventing apoptosis. [Xu et al. (2003) ]. The caspase recognition sequence and adjacent residues are found to be similar to residues of inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) repeat at corresponding positions. Key residues in this resembly are revealed by the similarity screen (step 8): P35's Asp84 matches IAP's Asp148 in both position and orientation (C-a, C-b, backbone and side chain atoms all correspond). Together with their respective sequence neighbours (backbone matches) they shape a convergently evolved motif.
Moreover, caspase offers a second binding site, which both p35 and IAP make use of (Ser252-Asn234).
HIV-capsid protein and Cyclophilin interfere. HIV capsid protein (HIV-CA) blocks the cyclophilins homodimerisation binding site by forming a backbone stretch (Gly94-Ile91) that resembles a loop region of cyclophilin (Arg143-Met146). Together with Val86-Thr88, HIV-CA corresponds to residues in cyclophilin peripherical to the active site.
Summary of examples. A summary of interfaces with significant commonalities is presented in Figure 4 . The complete set of NR examples (wrt. SCOP family combinations) is presented in great detail on the Supplementary information web site.
CONCLUSION
In this work we extract instances belonging to the same family that bind to completely different binding partners through equivalent interfaces. As pointed out by Tsai et al. (1996) , these cases may provide particular insight into biomolecular recognition: the study of most diverse binding partners and the extraction of their commonalities suggest key principles for domain-domain binding.
To this end we designed a set of both sequential and structural criteria to allow for an exhaustive screen. Our method shows that out of all interaction pairs with a common partner (excluding immunoglobulins and proteases) and two non-homologous domains 4.2% bind at equivalent sites and feature convergently evolved motifs. The degree of ligands' structural conservation varies strongly. Sometimes, pairwise interface residue correspondences are possible, either when clefts or enzyme pockets allow for very little degree of freedom (chymotrypsin's S 1 pocket adjacent to its catalytic triad), or in the case of flat interfaces as illustrated in the example of SH3 interacting with Nef and PKL.
Generally our results suggests that the majority of alternative ligands (B and C) show some local sequence and shape similarity. For the remaining cases it will be interesting to explore how patches with neither sequential nor structural similarity can mimic each others surface conditions. We showed in the example of chymotrypsin's binding partners, how our method generates sequential patterns from local structural alignments. An adequate statistic representation (such as position-specific scoring matrices) will help to predict potential binding sites.
As the examples-particularly the subtilisin-chymotrypsin comparison-demonstrate, information about functional sites can be inferred using our method. The incorporation of functional site information {e.g. from the catalytic site atlas [Porter et al. (2004) ]} will help to localize functionally important residues. Finally, viral proteins' mimicry of native interfaces are detected (see section on chemokines, SH3, caspase and cyclophilin). More examples are online in the Supplementary database: scoppi.biotec.tu-dresden. de/abac/ All in all, our novel method allows for a first comprehensive overview on how non-homologous domains can evolve similar motifs, which allow them to bind to the same partner at equivalent sites.
